LEG 3 ATHENS to DUBROVNIK
ZEA MARINA PIRAEUS
May 6-8 we spend a couple of slow days at Sea Marina in Piraeus. Complete little cleaning, take
on water and supplies for Leg 3 and crew change.

May 9 we decide to double back to Aigina to halve the distance from Piraeus to Corinth Canal
and allow an early arrival at the canal. Plus your trust skipper had been off color for the days we
spent in Aigina previously. This would give me a chance to see some of the beautiful island.
We made Aigina by 1300 after the second anchoring attempt we were nicely tucked in with lots
of space around us. All is calm and peaceful. Then later in the evening: chaos!

A rally flotilla of brutes from the past century (begins with Bella…ruse but not to shame a whole
nation) arrived late in the evening. Despite loud protests from all our neighbors a brute of a
yacht 50+ feet and a bear of a skipper force their way over anchors pushing and jamming our
lines and fenders and risking pulling out two anchors with their brute force attack! The
commotion brings the attention of the Aigina police. The brutes ignore all calls for reason. They
jam our stern lines and set their stern line over our ladder so we can no longer safely leave
Manca. About an hour later they disappear ashore into a bar and we manage to readjust our
lines.

The next day we get a rude awakening at 0700. About a dozen of them are playing loud music
right behind Manca. Idiots doing exercises! Happily they left later in the morning. Only after did
we spot the damage to the stern of Manca!

In the afternoon we hire a taxi to drive us to the Temple of Aphaia. On the way back we visit the
enormous Agios Nektarious cathedral. Also fun to spot the ripening pistachio nuts. A great island
bargain at 8-9 euro a kilo.

The Doric Temple of Aphaia Aigina

Aigina pistachio nuts

Aigina Agios Nektarios Cathedral

Good deal here on pistachios

EXCITING DAY AHEAD! TRANSIT OF THE CORINTH CANAL
May 11 at 0555 anchor away and we are off to Corinth Canal East entrance. Manca is leaving the
Aegean after five years since June 2008.We have to motor to make good time for the canal
payment, transit and then on to Itea a further 40 miles west!
We were so lucky! No other yachts waiting. The nice man takes our transit fee of 217 euros for
the three mile canal. No sooner back at Manca and the authoritative voice comes booming over
the internet: “MANCA PROCEED WEST NOW!” Super! No waiting! We are off! By 1044 we pop
out into the Gulf of Corinth. We can easily make Itea before happy hour!

Manca moving west in the Corinth
Canal

Arriving at Itea we sail into a large open harbor with just two sail boats and a disorganized
smattering of small local boats. We found Lots of room for Manca alongside the long outside
pontoon.

HIGHLIGHT! A VIST TO DELPHI
May 12 is an exciting day ashore to visit the Oracle at Delphi and see if she will deliver a long range
forecast. The bus ride up the mountain side past a stunning valley of olive groves is well worth the
incredibly expensive ticket at 1.90 euros!
Stunning view from Delphi to Itea

Delphi east view

It was wonderful to find the ancient site being well looked after with thoughtful restoration. The
view from the theatre is stunning. How did the actors compete for the attention of the
audience?

Delphi view from abover the theatre

Delphi Stadium

Delphi - The Charioteer

Sphinx des Naxions

Delphi the cult figure of Antinoos

The Delphi Museum also has some nice pieces that the Germans and the Brits seemed to have
left behind. The lucky chariot driver preserved after an earthquake! The rest of the afternoon
and two draughts cool Mythos beers later it is time to take the bus back down to reality and AD
time. Slugs of red and a lot of rusty guitar and songs from the ancient Tasmanian past!
The evening passes quickly with a few slugs of red and a lot of rusty guitar and songs from the
ancient Tasmanian’s past.

Today, May 13, after looking at two conflicting weather reports (Poseidon and Windfinder) I
decide we will have a lazy day at Itea..

Manca at Itea shelter from Force 7-8

Tomorrow the wind looks better. We will have to make up the distance with a big push to
Messalonghi!

LEG 3 CONTINUED ATHENS TO DUBROVNIK MAY 14 –MAY 2O
Dear blog I am very sorry I have got so far behind! It is now May 24th .The last 10 days we have
moved so fast I have not been able to keep up with myself!

Approaching one of the 4 massive towers of the Rion
bridge

May 14 we finally sail off at the break of day after watching some pretty serious weather
forecasts. To the south of the Peloponnese a major storm is brewing. We think we can manage
to escape the Gulf of Corinth, leave Itea and sail to Messalonghi 61 NM west and then next day,
push on fast before the storm heads north.
So we get an early start to avoid the predicted westerly. Soon the wind is already on the nose.
Looks like a long day ahead! Both Windguru and Windfinder go it wrong. At 1020 the massive
Rion bridge over the Gulf of Corinth, near Patras, comes into view.

Radio check with the bridge controller
tells you which span to use

By 1300 we are off Messalonghi looking for the very hard to find entrance markers to the long
channel through the salt marshes. It is fun to be sailing by the houses on stilts. Are we in
Thailand? We finish the 61 miles by 1600 after trying out three different lazy lines.
Sun rises over the eel traps as we
leave Messalonghi

Sunrise over Messalonghi the stilt
homes and the memory of Lord Byron
himself a local hero!

Messalonghi fisher at dawn Figure 6

The swallow of Messalonghi build nest in a
fender!

May 15 at daybreak we are on our way to Levkas 60 miles NW and again a very narrow channel
to navigate. We get some good NE wind helping us. The few navigation marks a motley
scattering of sticks and the depth sounder help us pick our way north to the yacht basin. At
Levakas we enjoy some very tasty roast pork at a dockside café.

Beautiful classic wood yacht pulls in
beside us at Levkas

We are constantly checking the forecast now. It looks like we can keep the wind behind and run
to Corfu. Once again it is over 60nm to Gouvia.
May 16 the first bridge opening across the ancient Levkas canal is 0700. We creep out around
the sand bar and as the sunrises the wind fills from the east and we are off for Corfu at 8.2 knots
...Whoopee. We finish the 65.4Nm by 1715 and with help of the friendly mariner I am very ready
for an ice cold Mythos.

The Levkas canal bridge lifts her skirts
and rotates at 0700

We creep by the old Levkas Canal
entrance and slowly turn out to sea
past the sand bar

An ancient east canal at Levkas

Next comes the big push to Dubrovnik. We triple check the weather. The storms seem to be
hanging south but will bring us a strong SW broad reach for the 206.6 miles.

Step by step like the mantis Manca
edges towards St Lucia

May 17 ay 0710 we drop the lines at Gouvia. Log book says at 0000 of 18th “Speed 7.4 Course
340, wind aft, 98 miles to go!” We have some very big waves behind: a half moon to light the
way. We arrive at Gruz customs about 1430 and are soon cleared into Croatia. We buy the
expensive cruising log and at 1700 all tied up at the very nice but incredibly expensive ACI
marina. We have finished the 216.6 miles in 33 hours. Except for a few hours on starboard tack
the whole trip has been on port tack holding our course at around 340; a very memorable sail.

Sailing by the Albania Coast. The
charts still show dozens of mines!

Our first sighting of Dubrovnik after a
33 hour sail

May 18 the budget says leave ACI (103 euro a night) for Mljet and the wonderful rustic hamlet of
Okuklje. First we enjoy a brisk walk up the hill to the chapel overlooking the beautiful bay. You
can ring the bell for good sailing luck! Later we enjoy the fantastic cooking of “Maran”. The fish is
slow baked in a covered iron dish with coals heaped around and on top. All the flavors of the
vegetables, wine, spices are combined to make a memorable meal. The liters of local wine help
wash it all down! Yum ho!

The stunning hamlet of Okuklje

Beautiful flowers on the walk to the hillside chapel

Spring seed pod on the walk to the
chapel.

Dolphins chase Manca on a brisk
breeze.

St Nikola. You can ring the bell and make a wish for good
sailing!

St Nikola

Maran offers great local dishes.
Manca is the tallest mast!

May 20 we return to Dubrovnik to give crew a chance to walk the historic walls and then to be
ready for taxis to whisk them away from the S. Adriatic and Manca.

The ancient Dubrovnik harbor

Croatia flag

The canon comes with a warning! It faces south at Turkey
about 1000 miles east.

Coastal trader
now entertains
the tourists

Red roofs of restored Dubrovnik

Dubrovnik: Tourism is a major source of income for Croatia

Bell strikers on the hour

How many princesses have dreamed of their sailor's or
knight’s return?

The ancient ramparts of Dubrovnik
walled city.

Tiling patterns

Sailing up the river to ACI Dubrovnik
marina

Great coastal sailing

Leg 3 is over. We have now sailed 981.4NM from Marmaris.

How exciting to look ahead to the arrival of Ian and Vicki Pearce from Cremorne, Tasmania,
Australia for Leg 4 on 23rd May!

Final draft at Okuklje 1225 local May 25th

